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It must be remembered that the duration of even a single discharge and the length of time to complete the circuit, or ionize a path, from cloud to earth, say, are entirely different things. The latter seems usually (rocket and ball lightning may furnish exceptions) to be of exceedingly short duration, while the former depends upon the supply of electricity and the ohmic resistance directly, and upon the potential difference inversely.
Length of Streak.—The total length of a streak of lightning varies greatly. Indeed, the brush discharge so gradually merges into the spark and the spark into an unmistakable thunderbolt, that it is not possible, sharply, to distinguish between them, nor, therefore, to set a minimum limit to the length of a lightning path. When the discharge is from cloud to earth the length of the path is seldom more than 2 to 3 .Jdlo-meters; in the ca^e of low-lying clouds, even much less, especially when they envelop a mountain peak.
On the other hand, when the discharge is from cloud to cloud the path, generally, is far more tortuous and its total length much greater, amounting at times to 10, 15, and even 20 kilometers.
Discharge, Where to Where?—As already explained, lightning discharges may be between cloud and earth, between one part and another of the same cloud, or between cloud and cloud. But, since the great amount of electrical separation, without which the lightning^cguld not occur, takes place within the rain cloud, it follows that this is also likely to be the seat of the steepest potential gradients. Hence, it would appear that lightning must occur most frequently between the lower and the upper portions of the same cloud, and this is fully supported by observations. The next in frequency, especially in mountainous regions, is the discharge between cloud (lower portion) and earth, and the least frequent of all, ordinarily, that which takes place between two entirely independent, or disconnected, clouds.
Since the electricity of the thunderstorm, obviously, is generated within the cumulus cloud, and there mechanically separated into upper and lower layers, it may not at first be clear how discharges can take place to earth at all. Of course, there will be some lines of force between the earth and each cloud charge, but these must be relatively few so long as the charges are equal and approximately superimposed, and the resulting dielectric strain correspondingly feeble. Rain, however, commonly brings down more electricity of one sign than the other, and, thus, promotes cloud-to-earth discharges. Also, as the upper charge is carried higher, and especially as it is drifted away from the lower, by the winds into which it projects, the lines of force between cloud and earth become more and more numerous, and the strain progressively greater, until suddenly relieved by the lightning's disruptive flash.
It would seem, therefore, that a marked difference between the wind velocities at the upper and lower storm levels would be especially favor-

